
ENHANCING THE FUTURE

There will be a quiz at the end

Umbrella term of 'designer', but by and large I'm a web designer.

However, chances are you know me from a little print project of mine called...



Limited edition. There will be a quiz at the end so win a copy of #4!



We’ve had 4 issues and several artwork prints, too.









If you haven't heard of our magazine, you might've heard of the people we've had in it: 











... and we have our proofreading and fact-checking done by some guy… I'm not sure who he 
is; apparently he likes fonts or something. Anyway, he looks like this...



Know him? ;)



The reason I’m talking about 8 Faces is not to plug the issue — although did I mention that 
the new issue is out next month? — but to illustrate my own journey from web to print and 
back again.



Trent Walton

Hopefully you will have heard of this guy. Trent’s been doing a lot of experimenting with 
beautifully typeset headings on his blog posts.





trentwalton.com



trentwalton.com



trentwalton.com



trentwalton.com

Spurred me to start my own experiments. Wanted to do something similar to Trent, but 
examine a different area: specifically, what we can and can't do with OpenType. Only way to 
do this was to experiment myself. Sacrifice: my site can currently look awful to some visitors! 

Before I show you some examples, let me explain a bit about...



trentwalton.com

While I was on stage in Berlin, this reminded me about Russ’ experiment on the Typekit 
blog...



strangenative.com/foldup/  &  bit.ly/russtype by Russ Maschmeyer



Dave Rupert



le!eringjs.com





fi!extjs.com



How headings look by default on my blog. lettering.js is activated, I’m just not styling any of 
the spans. fittext.js is there, which sizes the type as the browser window width changes.









elliotjaystocks.com/blog/the-fine-flourish-of-the-ligature    
Rendered on Chrome (Mac) using Adobe Caslon Pro (via Typekit)

Don't think I need to explain what ligatures are or why we need them to this crowd.

Latest versions of Chrome, Safari, and Firefox all support ligatures. That’s on a Mac. On 
Windows, Chrome and Safari support is good, but in my tests via Browserstack, I couldn’t see 
support from Firefox or IE, even though they’re meant to be on board. 

Weirdness with ligs in the title working in one browser, but not body; vice versa. Like when 
CSS started gaining browser support — basically a bit mental.

By and large, we’re surprisingly well covered. Future-proof your work.

But how?



body { 
    text-rendering:optimizeLegibility;

}

Not a fan of showing code examples

On by default on FF and Chrome



dev.w3.org/csswg/css3-fonts

Future plans! CSS3 fonts. Updated just before my TYPO Berlin talk! Sitting in a coffee shop, 
freaking out.



body { 
  font-variant-ligatures:
      common-ligatures 
      discretionary-ligatures
      additional-ligatures
  ;

}

Future plans! Unfortunately support is currently theoretical, but don’t fret because we can 
achieve the same using the more widely supported font-feature-settings property. 



body { 
    -moz-font-feature-settings:"liga=1, dlig=1"; 
    /* New syntax for FF 15+: */
    -moz-font-feature-settings:"liga", "dlig";
    -ms-font-feature-settings:"liga", "dlig"; 
    -o-font-feature-settings:"liga", "dlig"; 
    -webkit-font-feature-settings:"liga", "dlig"; 
    font-feature-settings:"liga", "dlig";

}

font-feature-settings is a god-send. Conforms to standard OpenType conventions, but more 
importantly we can use it to turn on other OpenType features, which I'll get to.

The downside is that some browsers (such as Safari) currently still require text-
rendering:optimizeLegibility; to turn on ligatures.

From Firefox 15 going forward — try saying that when you’re drunk!



elliotjaystocks.com/blog/the-fine-flourish-of-the-ligature    
Rendered on Chrome (Mac) using Adobe Caslon Pro (via Typekit)

Not all fonts are created equal

Even if you enable ligatures for your site, their display is of course dependent on the font file 
containing ligatures. 

With Typekit you’ll need to export ‘all characters’ in your kit settings, and sadly that does 
mean your font files will be considerably bigger.

Typekit’s version of Skolar doesn’t contain ligatures, but Fontdeck’s does, which is why I’m 
serving the body type for this site through Fontdeck.

Complaints from people on Linux — lots of rendering inconsistencies, even on the latest 
builds of Chromium.







elliotjaystocks.com/blog/expert-subsets-for-css-in-123    
Rendered on Chrome (Mac) using Magneta (via Fontdeck)

‘CSS’ and ‘123’ set using Fontdeck’s ‘expert subset’ of Magneta, not activate by OpenType.

Web designers have been attempting to replicate small caps online (as Yves showed). And 
what about old style numerals?

Activating new features via OpenType

Still depends on both browser support and the relevant glyphs being present in that 
particular font file. And yes, that can differ depending on where your fonts are being served 
from. The best rule of thumb is to check and check again. And then weep a little and then 
check again.



p { font-variant:small-caps; }

p { font-variant-caps:small-caps; }

Similar to css2.1



p { font-variant-numeric:oldstyle-nums; }

Proposed for CSS3 fonts module.



elliotjaystocks.com/blog/expert-subsets-for-css-in-123    
Rendered on Chrome (Mac) using Magneta (via Fontdeck)

Polyfilling with subsets

However, as a mentioned at the beginning, the true small caps and true old style numerals in 
the heading above aren’t using any of this OpenType-specific CSS. If Thursday’s post on 
ligatures was about showing how to push the boundaries with bleeding-edge techniques still 
in the working draft, today’s is about showing how to plug those holes and offer more 
universal support with a method that has actually been around since the days before 
OpenType: subsets.



h2#art-direction span.word8, 
h2#art-direction span.word10 { 
     font-family:
          "Magneta Expert Subset Thin", 
          "Magneta Thin", 
          "Georgia", 
          "Times New Roman", 
          serif; 
}

Before the OpenType font format came along, foundries had to offer a small caps font in a 
separate file. 

DON’T FORGET:
Trent and icon fonts. Principle can be applied to any sort of alternate.







elliotjaystocks.com/blog/say-it-with-a-swash    
Rendered on Chrome (Mac) using Acta Poster & Acta Poster Swashes (via Typekit)

I’d planned to show OpenType swashes activated via CSS, but as browser support is currently 
so poor (Firefox only… maybe Chrome?), I opted for a swash subset.

Typekit don’t classify such fonts as ‘Expert Subsets’ (that’s Fontdeck’s terminology), but the 
principle is the same.

As with all OpenType features, there are a few challenges we face: Firstly, does the typeface 
contain swash glyphs? If so, does this particular version from this particular font delivery 
service? And — if it’s an option — have we chosen to export all available characters?



fontdeck.com/typeface/trilogyfatface

Sadly, there aren’t many web fonts our there right now that contain swashes and it’s not even 
easy to find the ones that do.

Web font services starting to identify OT features.



Ampersand site — neat little JS trick. It’s a polyfill: the hack slides out of the way when it’s not 
needed



ampersandconf.com



h2 {    
    -moz-font-feature-settings:"swsh=2";
    -moz-font-feature-settings:"swsh" 2; /* FF 15+ */
    -ms-font-feature-settings:"swsh" 2;
    -webkit-font-feature-settings:"swsh" 2;
    font-feature-settings:"swsh" 2;
}

Activating swashes using font-feature-settings

That ‘2’ effectively says, ‘use the second swash character’. Bear in mind that a font might not 
have a second swash option. You have to KNOW this beforehand.

All you can do is test and test and test, because every single scenario is different. And yes, 
it’s bloody annoying!

With all this talk of secondary glyph options, it feels like we’re wading into the waters of 
stylesets. More on that in a sec.



h2 span.word5 [etc.] {    
    -webkit-text-fill-color:#ff6875; 
    -webkit-text-stroke-width:1px; 
    -webkit-text-stroke-color:#333;
}

A note on text-stroke

WebKit only. There’s currently no way to specify the origin of the stroke — ‘outside’ would be 
preferable — and so it’s currently inadvisable to use the property beyond a thickness of one 
pixel.







elliotjaystocks.com/blog/stylesets    
Rendered on Firefox (Mac) using Bree (via Fontdeck)

First post that didn't look best in WebKit, so I advised people to look in FF. However, people 
have since told me that it works in the latest Chrome on Windows and the latest Safari Beta 
on Mac, which should mean it'll be standard as soon as Mountain Lion is released.

Could've used subsets, but felt I couldn’t do a hack two days in a row. Fontdeck even provide 
an Expert Subset for Bree, exclusively containing its stylistic alternates. I could’ve used this to 
get the heading above working in browsers other than Firefox, but I figured it’s good to eat 
your own dog food every now and then.

FF calculates em squares oddly, though, so padding and line-height is a bit janky, and even 
varies between Mac / Windows, which is a pain the arse.



h2 span.word8 { 
-moz-font-feature-settings:"ss01=1";
-moz-font-feature-settings:"ss01" 1; /* For FF 15+ */
-ms-font-feature-settings:"ss01" 1;
-o-font-feature-settings:"ss01" 1;
-webkit-font-feature-settings:"ss01" 1;
font-feature-settings:"ss01" 1;

}

Future-proof code

Follows OpenType table conventions



@font-feature-values Bree Web { 
@styleset swashlike 1;

}

h2 { 
font-family:”Bree Web”, sans-serif;
font-variant-alternates:styleset(swashlike);

}

Eventually, in the far-flung future when font-variant-alternates is implemented, we’ll have 
more robust tools. There are even plans in the spec for rules that decide what to do when a 
styleset isn’t available.

We’re a long way off that, though, so let’s not worry too much. For now, we can stick to font-
feature-settings and hope for better browser support in the near future. And, as suggested 
by the pattern emerging in this series, you can add wider support today by using a subset. 





OpenType on the web today essentially comes down to these key considerations:

Consider the typeface: does the actual typeface contain swashes, ligatures, and the like?



Consider the font file: is it actually an OpenType file being served? Even if it is, are the extra 
glyphs you need included in that particular font? Do you need to adjust any settings to export 
additional characters?



Consider the browser: which features does it support? Remember: support can differ 
massively between version numbers and operating systems. Do you need to ‘polyfill’ support 
by adding special characters via subsets?



Consider the user: will the design break if certain OpenType features are missing? Does the 
type actually look that good? 

Even generous feature support is subject to poor type rendering on some operating systems. 
No names mentioned.





This is the bit I’m really excited to show you! I’ve been talking about knowing certain things 
before you start designing, so we need a tool that tells us these things.

Very fortunate to be friends with the guys working on this app.

They've been getting my opinion on a few updates and when they showed me the new 
OpenType features, I asked if I could show their concept screens at TYPO.

Demonstration



typecastapp.com









That’s an OTF, not WTF















ie.microso".com/testdrive/Graphics/opentype/

Microsoft have put together a few test pages as well and they look beautiful, but a lot of stuff 
only works in IE10



bit.ly/ot_feature_test by Gerhard Großmann

And this is something Chris Armstrong from Typecast showed me earlier this week: might 
not look like much, but it’s a site for testing OpenType feature support in your browser!



Rich Rutter (for his AEA talk and continued guidance)

Typecast (for letting me exclusively show their WIP)

TYPO organisers (for having me here in the first place)

and you guys (for listening)

Quiz! Question: which typeface was used for the small caps / old style numerals example that 
was achieved via an Expert Subset? [Come and see me afterwards for the mag.]

Back up question: which issue did I interview both Jessica and Erik?


